
MineGo WhitePaper  
  
This whitepaper is considered to be a working document that will be updated as needed to represent the most recent 
developments of the application. Legal Disclaimer This White Paper is not an offering document or prospectus. It is 
not intended to be the basis for any investment decision or contract. The description of the proposed use of MineGo 
Token is provided in this whitepaper. This is provided solely for informational purposes and does not constitute a leg
al agreement. MineGo Token has no known uses as of the date of publishing of this whitepaper, and they are not aut
horized to be sold or exchanged on third-party exchanges. Regulatory action, such as potential restrictions on the ow
nership, usage, or possession of such tokens, might have an influence on MineGo Token. The mechanism of MineG
o Token can be changed in whole or in part according to future circumstances and regulations. MineGo may make c
hanges to its mechanics in order to meet regulatory standards or other governmental or corporate responsibilities. Th
e initial information of MineGo Netwok application is provided in this document. This document is expected to evol
ve over time as the application proceeds. Until the final document is presented prior to the date of the public token sa
le, MineGo Team may post revisions, modifications, and updated drafts.  
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Abstract MineGo is a mobile application where the players have an enjoyable mining experience
 and collect the rewards. It is created with the basis of blockchain technology but there is 
no requirement to have knowledge about blockchain technology and games. MineGo is an ecosyste
m that allows users to earn tokens by showing daily commitment and using our platform. With i
ts simple design, this application can be attractive to introduce blockchain to the players w
ho want to have a place in this ecosystem. Large global audiences are aimed to reach. Ethereu
m network and ERC-721 standards for NFT token are utilized. It is planned that MineGo token w
ill be launched as an eco-friendly cryptocurrency with its specific proof-ofwork design. It i
s aimed to provide transparent and trustful platform to allow economic transactions within ou
r app.  
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1. Introducing MineGo  



  
Welcome to the world of MineGo! MineGo is a mining application which users basically mine and
 collect virtual assets. It is a blockchain-based mobile app but there is no knowledge needed
 about blockchain or cryptography. MineGo makes possible to benefit from blockchain technolog
y with gamified experiences. Tap on the start button, get the reward and mine the flat. That 
is how easy it is. With its easy mechanism, attractive in-app assets and the interactive lead
erboard mechanism, MineGo provides entertaining application experiences which far from the co
mplex design of blockchain technology and other cryptogames. Also, it is transparent and secu
re with the usage of new cryptographic technologies. After the community is ready and MineGo 
token is launched, the users can trade, sell and buy the token from the marketplace of the ap
p. MineGo token is planned to be eco-friendly token with its provided sustainable properties 
by using specific proof-of-stake protocols.  
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-The Problems & Solutions  
  
The Problems Traditional apps identify ownership by centralized database entries that are com
pletely under the authority of the app developers. Players that invest a lot of time in an ap
p and consider their creation, improvements, and assets to be their own become frustrated as 
a result of this. In these apps, users cannot verify or prove the authenticity of the virtual
 items, so it leads to corruption and decreases the motivation of the players to spend time a
nd energy in the applications. In addition, blockchain technology is seen by people as a tech
nology that is only used in the economic sphere and is difficult to understand. MineGo brings
 a solution with its app design.   
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The Solutions With the usage of blockchain technology, we provide a trustful platform with a 
transparent ledger and full of records to the app users. Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) which are
 unique and provable collectibles are created with this technology to be utilized for digital
 properties. NFTs have their unique value and also are located and protected in the unique ac
counts. Thus, the players can be sure that they are the true owners of an original asset, and
 their ownership can be verified on a public blockchain. Also, individuals do not need knowle
dge about blockchain technology to experience this app because this technology is embedded in
 the app and works in the background. Therefore, people become part of the blockchain ecosyst
em by using a very simple app.  
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-The Goal  
  
Blockchain is still seen as a complex technology that is tough for non-technical individuals 
to comprehend and apply. The goal of MineGo is to bring the benefits of blockchain technology
 to a wider audience through gamified experiences.  
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-Target Audience  
  
Since there is no knowledge required about cryptocurrencies and the design of the app is very
 simple and easy like usual apps, the large global audiences are aimed to reach. Because of t
his reason, we primarily compare ourselves with traditional app & game markets and we aim for
 the same users. A considerably wider audience than has already been seen in the field of blo
ckchain gaming and DApps as well as larger revenue potential.  
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2. Key Game Features  
  
-General Concept  
  
After registration to the app, users will encounter with the first interface. There is a dail
y reward if you show a daily commitment. Every 24 hours, simply tapping on the “Start” butt
on is enough to show commitment. It is going to take ‘energy’ to tap on the start button. T
here is a maximum amount of coins you can receive on a daily basis. You can only mine once ev
ery 24 hours. A user can increase the mining rate up to 20% by watching ads. The energy-filli
ng action is limited to a certain quantity every day. The second interface the players will e
ncounter is the avatar market area. Users will try to increase the chance of mining with diff
erent characters and avatars. They will gain mining portions in percentages based on which ch
aracter users prefer. The app will be repeated with the same loop. The more avatars there are
 in the app, the more likely they are to earn coins. There is also a marketplace in the game 
where players use in-app currency or real money to purchase number of items, tools and upgrad
ed features of characters and designs. There is a leaderboard where people can see the gains 
and rankings of other players.  
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-App Loop  
  
To facilitate the understanding of the app, this is the app loop with its basic features:  
1. Tap on the “Start” button  
2. Get a reward  
3. Tap on the rocket icon  
4. Mine 20% more  
5. Decide how to use the currency  
6. Use currency to gain a random amount of progression or buy avatars  
7. Save currency for leaderboard  
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-Game Play  
  
The Character: The main character of the game is an animalistic character can be likened to a
 mole. The character, character appearance and its costumes can be upgraded in the marketplac
e.  
Start Button: Tapping on the start button is required for mining. The upgraded graphic design
 of the wheel can be purchased from the marketplace.  
Rocket: Tapping on rocket icon will increase the mining rate up to 20 %.  
Home Page: After rewards or tools are won, the mining takes place here.  
Your Networks: To reach the highest amount of mining at the mining area, users can share a re
ferral code. Inviting other users to the MineGo network, users earn a percentage of mining ba
sed on their network.  
Leaderboard: To compare themselves with their peers, the coin-based leaderboard will support 
MineGo users. The users can see their ranking in local, world and country environments. The w
inners will have the opportunity to win the determined prizes.  
Coin: It is the cryptocurrency. A coin-based leaderboard is implemented in the app.  
The Marketplace: One of the features of MineGo is a virtual marketplace which players can pur
chase some in-app assets like upgraded items, themes, characters, costumes, and animations. A
fter MineGo token is launched, the marketplace can be used to trade, buy and sell the MineGo 
token by the users.  
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-The Governance Core Mechanism  
  
Backend: Things like deciding which reward will distribute, storing the values that determine
 the current status of the user, and transferring the necessary information to visit other us
ers via the leaderboard system are done.  
Frontend: The incoming information is displayed correctly; animations, visuals and what the u
ser wants to do are turned into a correct information package and transferred to the backend.
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3. The Market Overview  
  
-Game Industry  
  
Artificial intelligence (AI), virtual reality (VR), and augmented reality (AR) are quickly ch
anging the gaming industry. According to Newzoo’s Global Game Market Report, the global play
er population will be close to 3.0 billion in 2021. This is up +5.3 percent from 2020, demons
trating that the gaming boom of 2020 has resulted in a long-term gain of gamers with space fo
r more[1]. An increase in the online population, improved internet infrastructure, and inexpe
nsive smartphone and mobile internet data plans are the major drivers of player development. 
These factors are especially important in developing regions like the Middle East and Africa,
 as well as Latin America, which have the highest number of participants. The pandemic has ha
d far less negative consequences on mobile, which is more reliant on in-app payments for pres
ently popular and available games. In 2021, the category is expected to increase by +4.4% yea
r on year to $90.7 billion.  
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-DApps  
  
DApps are applications that operate on blockchain networks. This implies that, like the block
chain, DApps are not governed by a centralized authority. DApps are not just for monetary sys
tems. In fact, every centralized service may be turned into a DApp using Ethereum, opening up
 new opportunities for services in nearly any industry. During the month of July 2021, the DA
pp sector had a 23.72 % growth in daily unique users, compared to the previous month. The top
 Ethereum NFT collections (CryptoPunks, Meebits, VeeFriends etc.) are continually growing; vo
lumes have grown by about 250%. The NFT industry as a whole has generated over $2.5 billion i
n sales volume in July 2021 alone. Apart from Axie Infinity, over 80% of it originates from t
he Ethereum primary and secondary markets[2].  
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-Blockchain Games  
  
Blockchain technology has the ability to reshape the future of gaming by transforming what wa
s previously considered a recreational activity into a potentially profitable venture[3]. Blo
ckchain games have emerged as one of the ecosystem's most active DApps[4]. The properties of 
DApps, such as non-fungible tokens and system transparency, enhance blockchain games. In Sept
ember 2018, the Blockchain Game Alliance was launched to investigate alternate usage of block
chains in video games[5]. According to a survey which was conducted in 2019, blockchain gamin
g players account for more than half of network traffic on the Ethereum and EOS platforms[6].
 The first week of 2021 saw an average transaction volume of $147,327 per day in the blockcha
in gaming industry. Over the course of three months, that amount rose by 651 percent, averagi
ng $1,107,674 a day[7].  
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4. The Technology Overview  
  
-What is Blockchain?  
  
It began in 2008 with the creation of the bitcoin currency by Satoshi Nakamoto, a non-fiat cr
yptographic electronic payment system, which is the first cryptocurrency in the world to offe
r electric cash with a purely pear-to-peer version[8]. Cryptocurrencies are monetary instrume
nts based on blockchain technologies, which are apparently nearly unalterable records of inte
rnet transactions[9]. Nakamoto's aim was to establish a system where trustworthy third partie



s such as banks, which at now are behind traditional payment systems, would not have needed. 
Blockchain is essentially a database that provides proof of who owns something at any one tim
e with the payment history of all bitcoins in circulation. This distributed ledger is duplica
ted and publicly made available on thousands of computers worldwide. As a result of the trans
parency, the technology blockchain is reliable and secure, allowing records to be saved and c
hecked by everyone and ensuring safety, because nobody can deceive records which are visible 
to the public. In 2021, the blockchain accounts for 30% of daily active wallets, or 72,000 un
ique active wallets each day[10].  
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-How MineGo Used Blockchain  
  
Unlike traditional games, participants in this game need to first create an account on the pl
atform before beginning the games. This blockchain address, which is accessible using a walle
t application, will function as a unique identification and a virtual asset destination for t
he player who owns it. To maintain them transparent and immutable, the game server offloads s
ome key operations, such as those that alter the players' virtual assets or critical game rul
es, to the blockchain as smart contracts. In this design, the server is quite essential. It s
erves as a caching and indexing engine for smart contracts in addition to delivering gaming s
ervices. Although the blockchain is the ultimate source of information, players rely on the s
erver's search and verification capabilities of the data received from the blockchain. Web3.j
s interacts with the Ethereum blockchain server, which is a library collection that allows de
velopers to interface over an HTTP connection with a local and distant Ethereum node.  
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-MineGo Network  
  
Along with its simple gaming design, MineGo uses a specific version of a blockchain protocol.
 The way the distributed ledger mechanism, machine learning, and trust protocol are blended t
o produce an intelligence driven agent system is a key component of the MineGo protocol. The 
way the specialized components of blockchain technology are combined inside a unified framewo
rk is what distinguishes the MineGo protocol and makes it a particular source of value. MineG
o offers the ability to serve new and emerging markets by reducing transaction and contract c



osts, as well as reducing delivery time, based on granularity and where the immediacy of deli
very time is a significant quality of a service.  
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5. Standards and Protocols  
  
-Ethereum  
  
MineGo utilizes Ethereum network and ERC-721 standards for implementation of the blockchain l
ayer.  
Ethereum: Vitalik Buterin introduced Ethereum as a blockchain combined with a programming lan
guage that can be used to construct smart contracts and customized applications[11]. Developi
ng blockchain apps used to be a difficult task that needed much math, coding, and cryptocurre
ncy understanding. Ethereum, on the other hand, is changing that. Its platform is not only fo
r cryptocurrencies; it also gives developers the tools and resources they need to build other
 decentralized apps, such as regulatory compliance, electronic voting and the gaming platform
s like we designed[12]. Ethereum can be considered as a transaction-based state machine in it
s entirety. Transactions represent a legitimate arc between two states, such as lowering an a
ccount balance while increasing somewhere else in the same way[13]. The currency of Ethereum 
is called Ether. This is used to pay for Ethereum network services. It is very volatile by na
ture, yet it is critical to the Ethereum network's operation. ERC-721 is a free, open standar
d for creating non-fungible, one-of-a-kind tokens on the Ethereum network. Unlike most tokens
, which are fungible and all the same, ERC-721 tokens are unique. In January 2021, the Ethere
um blockchain accounted for 86 percent of overall transaction volumes, or $112 billion[14].  
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-Smart Contract  
  
We employ smart contracts in order to mint and list NFTs. The standard token smart contract w
ill be utilized. For this purpose, the algorithm of the reward system and the verification sy
stems in the transaction will be used. Smart Contract: It is a piece of code that implements 



particular laws and can be regarded as a digital legal agreement. The smart contract can assu
re code execution without the involvement of other parties due to the characteristics of bloc
kchain systems. Smart contract programming may be regulated differently by different blockcha
in platforms[15]. Decentralized applications became possible with the help of smart contracts
[16]. The procedure is considerably less complicated than traditional approaches. Traditional
ly, a lawyer or notary would be hired to get a certain document, after which they would be pa
id for their services and the procedure would be done. Smart contracts use a different approa
ch. You pay with cryptocurrency on the ledger and your document is instantaneously delivered.
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-Decentralized Storage  
  
To store and share large files, we will use IPFS which is a file-sharing system. It is based 
on cryptographic hashes which can be readily stored on a blockchain. An IPFS URI is used to c
onnect smart contracts to any external data saved using IPFS, including any information that 
defines and contextualizes the token.  
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-Wallet  
  
The wallet serves as both a storage tool for assets and a communication interface for the blo
ckchain API. It is planned to use Trust Wallet as one of the main wallets in MineGo network.  
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6. Tokenization -Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)  
  
Non-fungible tokens are not interchangeable with other tokens of the same type or category. T
hey are unique and different from others. These tokens are only available in a set. It is ide
ntified with a single person and hence cannot be interchanged, nor can it be divided into fra
ctions, making it indivisible. The Play-to-Earn model is made possible by the creation of uni
que, blockchain-based tokens that provide players their first real opportunities to provably 
own the assets they have earned. In MineGo, NFT is developed according to the ERC-721 standar
d for single tokens.  
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-MineGo Token  
  
MineGo Token is the native currency in the game. It will be planned to be launched as eco-fri
endly  
cryptocurrency as a green alternative to other coins. MineGo tokens will be used to make the 
mobile platform more gamified and to reward gamers for their loyalty and engagement. MineGo t
okens will be used to build a decentralized virtual mobile gamer market, as well as gamer vs.
 gamer decentralized match play and smart contract-based decentralized tournaments. After the
 phase of mainnet and the token start to function it will be valuable. Token holders can play
, invest, and participate in the game when the conditions are met.  
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-Token Allocation  
  
When MineGo functions as monetary value and when users are lined up to verify the transaction
 based on the intensity of transactions on the network, token will be allocated to:  
-MineGo ecosystem,  
-MineGo Foundation,  
-marketing,  
-research and developments,  
-the reserve which involves the whole participants can stake tokens with the action of earnin
g rewards and lowering the supply in the ecosystem.After the volume is determined, the share 
will be determined and updated as a percentage.  
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7. Security  
  
-Transaction  
  
The smart contract architecture ensures atomicity of transaction settlement for a user's on-c
hain transaction, meaning that either the transaction requirements are satisfied to complete 
the settlement or the transaction fails, and the user's assets are always maintained in the w
allet and under the user's control.  
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-Audit  
  
Before MineGo goes live on mainnet, the security audit team will perform the first round of s
ecurity audits, and the launch time will be determined by the outcomes of the audit report. T
he contract deployed on the mainnet will undergo a second set of security checks when the ver
sion is released on mainnet. A third-party security audit will be submitted prior to any cont
ract alteration or upgrade. We will also encourage the community to report security risks.  
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8. Road Map  
  
June 2021 ? July 2021: Research & App Design & Development August 2021 ? Launching Playable B
eta Version of the App September 2021: Distribution & Improvements in the User Experience Q4 
2021: Test Net & In-app developments January 2022: Completion of MineGo Mainnet on Ethereum E
RC-721 Smart Contract audit May 2022: The MineGo Token becomes readily available for purchase
 & The Improvement of Marketplace Q3 2022: NFT Game Blockchain Integration. After releasing t
he some functions of the app these are the stages about the system working mechanism we will 
follow:  
  
  
STAGE 1  
  
Live Net: Once the live net is launched, all coin minting will be transferred to it. The live
 net  
will pre-mint all account holder balances produced during Phase 1 in its genesis block and  
continue to operate in the same way as the existing system, but completely decentralized.  
During this time, MineGo is not listed on any exchanges; therefore it is not possible to  
“purchase” MineGo with any other currency.  
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STAGE 2  
  
Test Net: The deployment of the node software will be done on a test net before the main  
net is launched. On the test net, MineGo team will host many nodes, and also additional  
pioneers will be encouraged to establish their own nodes. Also, it will be encouraged to  



start on the test net before joining the main net. In phase one, the test net will operate in
  
parallel with the MineGo emulator, and the results from both systems will be compared on  
a regular basis to identify the test net's gaps and misses, allowing MineGo developers to  
propose and execute changes. Test net will achieve a condition where its findings  
regularly match those of the emulator after a thorough concurrent run of both systems.  
MineGo will go on to the next level when the community believes it is ready.  
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STAGE 3  
  
Stage 3 ? Main Net: Only accounts that have been verified to belong to separate actual  
people will be recognized during the mainnet transition. After this time, the faucet and  
MineGo network emulator from Phase 1 will be turned off, and the system will run on its  
own endlessly. Future updates about the protocols will be done by MineGo team. Like any  
other blockchain, the implementation and deployment will be dependent on nodes  
updating the mining software. There will be no central authority regulating the currency,  
and it will be completely decentralized.  
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